Biometric readers deliver the highest level of security possible because there are no credentials to be lost, stolen or duplicated. Biometrics allow you to truly verify that the right person is entering an opening at the right time. This type of security can work for perimeter and interior openings in sensitive areas where access must be tightly controlled.

Hand geometry measures the unique size and shape of an individual’s hand making it highly reliable and secure. Hand readers provide the best combination of speed and accuracy, making them the easiest biometric to use.

Featured products

1. Schlage HandKey™ II biometric hand reader
2. Schlage L9080 RX mortise lock
3. Von Duprin 6211 electric strike (not shown)
4. Schlage 679-05 door position switch (not shown)
5. Schlage PS902 power supply (not shown)

Ideal for

- Server rooms
- Data centers
- Biomedical
- Financial institutions
- Records rooms